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The Incident on the Kalka Mail

Feluda travels from Puri to Kedarnath, from Kathmandu to London in his pursuit of culprits; he tracks down Napoleon's last letter, a forgotten painting by Tintoretto and a stolen manuscript. The story begins with Feluda travelling from Puri to Kedarnath and then to London.

Feluda, the head of a Mazhabur family. One of Feluda's most extraordinary adventures, this tale must be read at his best. Cooper's study of Satyajit Ray's examination of his social and historical perspective: Satyajit Ray, one of the greatest auteurs of twentieth century cinema, was a Bengali motion-picture director, writer, and illustrator who set a new standard for Indian cinema with his Apu Trilogy: Pather Panchali (Song of the Little Road) (1955), Aparajito (The Unvanquished) (1956), and Apur Sansar (The World of Apu) (1959). His work was admired for its humanism, versatility, attention to detail, and the skill with which he wove together music, in his precision and wide-ranging grasp of history, culture, and aesthetics. Spanning forty years of Ray's career, these essays, for the first time collected in one volume, present the filmmaker's reflections on the art and craft of cinematic medium and his thoughts on film criticism, music, film theory, the influence of European cinema, and the rise of an advertising cinema.

Feluda is the chief protagonist of the Feluda series of short stories written by Satyajit Ray. Ray created the Feluda character in 1959, when he wrote five short stories around him. Feluda is a native of Puri in the Orissa region in India and lives a life of action, adventure, and mystery solving. He is accompanied by his cousin Topshe and the bumbling crime writer Lalmohan Ganguly. These stories are set around the Princely State of Puri, in a place called Calcutta. Feluda is an amateur detective, and his adventures are based on real-life incidents and historical events. Feluda is a reincarnation of the ancient Bengali detective Sir Hercule Poirot, created by Agatha Christie.

Feluda's intelligence, quick thinking, and problem-solving skills are what make him an ideal detective. He is not afraid to take risks and always tries to solve the mystery at hand. He is also known for his wit and sarcasm, which often help him overcome difficult situations. Feluda's adventures are a perfect blend of mystery and humor, making them enjoyable for readers of all ages.

Feluda's adventures are based on real-life incidents and historical events, and his stories are set in various locations, including Puri, Calcutta, and London. Feluda's problems are not always straightforward, and he often faces obstacles and challenges that test his skills and intelligence. The stories are written in a clear and concise style, and the puzzles and riddles are challenging enough to keep the reader engaged.

Feluda's adventures are not only entertaining but also educational, as they provide insights into the history, culture, and society of the time. The stories are not only about mystery and crime-solving but also about human nature and the complexities of life.

Feluda's main goal is to solve mysteries and help people, and his adventures are a reminder of the importance of justice, fairness, and truth. His stories are a testament to the power of wit, intelligence, and perseverance, and they inspire readers to think critically and solve problems creatively.

Feluda's adventures are a true reflection of the Bengali culture and way of life, and they provide a glimpse into the rich history and traditions of the region. The stories are a perfect blend of mystery, adventure, and humor, making them enjoyable for readers of all ages.
Maity must dig deep into the past – into the Talukdar family's bloody history, and a dreaded curse that has haunted the family for generations. But he must act quickly, because someone, or something, is lurking in the shadows of the forest, watching.

Two of the family's beloved dogs, guardians of the estate, are found killed with a clean, swift arrow to each of their throats. Talukdar calls in the astute detective Janardan Maity to investigate. To uncover the dark secrets of this quiet town, Maity must first expose the family's dark history. He discovers that the family's wealth and power are built on a foundation of betrayal and murder. As he gets closer to the truth, he realizes that his own life is in danger.

On the edge of the forests of Deoghar, in the sleepy little town of Nimdeora, novelist Sangram Talukdar's peaceful life is unexpectedly shattered when he receives an anonymous death threat. At first, he dismisses it as a cruel joke. But when his beloved dogs are killed, he realizes that his life is in danger. Enlisting the help of his new secretary Felicia, a former waitress, to solve his first case, the hit-and-run of a family of geese, a case that is soon complicated by an all-too-human murder. Reprint.

Felida is a fascinating glimpse into the workings of a private detective. Inheriting a substantial fortune from his late mother, Teddy Ruzak quits his job as a night watchman to pursue his long-time dream of becoming a private eye, enlisting the help of his new secretary Felicia, a former waitress, to solve his first case, the hit-and-run of a family of geese, a case that is soon complicated by an all-too-human murder. Reprint.

Feluda and Topshe are on holiday in Lucknow when a priceless Mughal ring is stolen. Feluda begins to investigate the case and finds himself hot on the trail of a devious criminal. Feluda's twelve greatest adventures are now available in special Puffin editions. Translated from the Bengali by Gopa Majumdar.

Lover is a fascinating glimpse into the workings of a private detective. Inheriting a substantial fortune from his late mother, Teddy Ruzak quits his job as a night watchman to pursue his long-time dream of becoming a private eye, enlisting the help of his new secretary Felicia, a former waitress, to solve his first case, the hit-and-run of a family of geese, a case that is soon complicated by an all-too-human murder. Reprint.

To Die. On the edge of the forests of Deoghar, in the sleepy little town of Nimdeora, novelist Sangram Talukdar's peaceful life is unexpectedly shattered when he receives an anonymous death threat. At first, he dismisses it as a cruel joke. But when two of the family's beloved dogs, guardians of the estate, are found killed with a clean, swift arrow to each of their throats, Talukdar calls in the astute detective Janardan Maity to investigate. To uncover the dark secrets of this quiet town, Maity must first expose the family's dark history. He discovers that the family's wealth and power are built on a foundation of betrayal and murder. As he gets closer to the truth, he realizes that his own life is in danger.

Feluda and Topshe are on holiday in Lucknow when a priceless Mughal ring is stolen. Feluda begins to investigate the case and finds himself hot on the trail of a devious criminal. Feluda's twelve greatest adventures are now available in special Puffin editions. Translated from the Bengali by Gopa Majumdar.